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Abstract
A theoretical study is developed for the modelling of mass accumulation from the polarised layer to the formation
of a deposit. Concentrated suspension properties are accounted for through a solid pressure corresponding to osmotic
pressure in the suspension and to compression resistance in the deposit. Mass and solvent transfer are depicted

through balanced permeation/diffusion transport in the polarised layer and balanced friction/compaction forces in
the deposit. The modelling applied to transient state for dead end filtration gives information about the coupling
between mass transfer in the polarised layer and in the deposit. Consequences on specific cake resistance are presented
and discussed.
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1. Introduction
Ultrafiltration,
a membrane process now
developed in a wide range of applications, can
be severely limited by accumulation of matter on

Colloids; Osmotic pressure

or in the membrane. This limitation is often interpreted either through mass polarisation (and a
reversible back osmotic pressure) which is a rather
good assertion for small solutes or though mass
deposit formation (and the occurrence
of an
additional
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appropriate for particles. Most recent modelling
developed for mass polarisation emphasises the
importance of surface interaction both in cross
flow filtration [ 1,2] and in dead end filtration [3]
while for deposit formation, cake compaction has
also been depicted [4,5]. However for a colloidal
suspension (macromolecule
and small particles
whose sizes are inferior to one micrometer), the
deposit is directly the consequence of mass polarisation [6] and modelling of mass accumulation
should account for both phenomena and their
physical coupling. As reduction of irreversible
fouling of membranes is an important factor in
the optimisation and process operation, we have
to rely on realistic modelling of such phenomena.
With this in mind, a model accounting for properties
of concentrated colloidal matter is here developed
and applied to the description of transient deadend filtration from polarised layer to deposit
formation and compaction.
2. Continuous description of colloidal properties
Colloidal suspensions show complex behaviour
when concentrated. For a stable suspension (global
repulsive interaction between suspended matter)
at equilibrium, a phase diagram (Fig. 1) presents
the different phases encountered when increasing
the volume fraction:
A “gas” phase where transport phenomena is
mainly Brownian diffusion
A “glass” phase where particles are interacting
by repulsion with each other. These repulsive
interactions induce a gradient (or collective)
l
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diffusion coefficient and the appearance of an
order in the suspension.
A solid phase when particles are so concentrated
and so close that attraction occurs leading to the
aggregation of particles.

Two transitions border these phases [7]: an order/
disorder transition between gas and glass phases
and a stable/unstable transition also called spinodal
decomposition between glass phase (stable) and
solid phase (unstable).
For a filtration process, two parameters can be
relevant to describe the properties of colloidal
suspension and their variations within the polarised
layer: the hydrodynamic coefficient, K(Q), (related
to dynamic interaction between the solid and the
liquid) and the solid pressure of the suspension, ~(4)
(property of the medium at equilibrium). Solid
pressure is used in this work to describe both osmotic
pressure of the suspension and the compression
pressure of a deposit (after the stable/unstable
transition). These parameters change in a continuous
way in the polarised layer (from the bulk to the
close packed deposit) allowing to depict both “gas”,
“glass” and solid phase that exists during colloidal
concentration. Variations of these parameters are
here calculated according to a procedure already
used in a previous work [6] for the data in Table 1.
For the calculation of compression pressure not
included in the preceding work, calculations are
made with the following relationship:

l

(1)

Fig. 1. Phase diagram and phase transitions in a stable
concentrated colloidal suspension.

This power law relationship, a classical form
for compressive yield stress expression [8], allows
to describe the solid pressure continuously (critical
osmotic pressure for critical volume fraction) and
to have an infinite limit for close packed volume
fraction (physically due to Born repulsion). The
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Table 1
Common data set used for calculations
Suspension medium

Aggregated matter

Suspended matter
Radius, nm

a = 100 Close packed volume fraction

Zeta potential, mV

30

Hamaker constant, J

1O-2o

Compressibility

to the
compressibility
of the deposit: a small value of
m corresponds to a small compressibility: the solid
pressure (related to the compression) increasing
rapidly with volume fraction. This compressibility
can integrate physical properties of particles such
as roughness, “deformability”, stickiness (degree
of VDW attraction, presence of chemical bond).
Evolution of solid pressure (Fig. 2) with volume
fraction illustrates transitions between phases
existing in a concentrated
colloid suspension
(Fig. 1). The transition between disorder and
order suspension for a network of repulsive
interacting particles is seen around 0.1 in volume
fraction as an inflexion of solid pressure curve,
better seen in log co-ordinates (inserted figure in
Fig. 2). The transition between the stable and
unstable suspension (respectively black square and
exponent,

m, in this relation corresponds

d,T”nfpr

m&r

.._

-..._...

.” .._...._
. .

-.Tp

. .._.

&,, = 0.7404

Ionic strength, M
Ion valence

I= lo+

m=l

Viscosity, kg/(m.s)

#u= lo5

1

dashed line in Fig. 2) is described by a maximum
in osmotic pressure [7] around 0.6 in volume
fraction. After this transition, the osmotic pressure
is plotted as a dashed line as this property cannot
describe properties of an unstable suspension.
After this transition, particles in the primary
minimum of energy potential in DLVO theory are
very close. The compressive pressure [open circle
in Fig. 2 from Eq. (l)] is then used to describe
the pressure on the solid resulting from the
friction between solid and liquid phases.
The evolution of solid pressure with volume
fraction, as described by Eq. (I), is a key point as it
features the transition between phases responsible
for the appearance of a deposit on a membrane
[9, lo]. It is interesting to note that these properties
K(4) and n<$) are experimentally accessible respectively by settling velocity and osmotic stress
or pressure filtration.

..,

3. Modelling
3.1. Mass transfer: analogy between permeation
in a deposit and diffusion in a polarised layer

Fig. 2. Evolution of solid pressure as a function of volume
fraction. (Black square for osmotic pressure calculation,
open circles for compressive pressure, dash line for osmotic
pressure beyond spinodal decomposition.)

When accumulated at the membrane surface,
the colloids are submitted to an irremediable (as
it is the separation force) drag force due to
permeation. At steady state, this separation force
is balanced by diffusion in a polarised layer
(induced by entropic diffusion or diffusion
induced by surface interaction) or by friction in
a deposit layer. As shown in the next paragraph,
force balances in a polarised layer or in a deposit
can be described by the same equation when
considering a solid pressure.
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3.1.1. Mass transfer in a polarised layer: the
balance between convection and diffusion
In a polarised layer at steady state, the balance
between convection and diffusion for a fully
retentive membrane leads to:

(2)
Considering the Stokes-Einstein law [IO] linking
the diffusion coefficient to the osmotic pressure,
z(4), and to the hydrodynamic coefficient K($):
D(#)
ydQ=

K(@)dX* with Z* =z-&
B

h
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the equivalence between the osmotic pressure of
particles diffusing in the liquid and the compression
pressure of the deposit by the permeation of the
liquid. This analogy is a basis for our model.
3. I .3. Accumulated solid volume and thickness
layer at the membrane surface
Integration of Eqs. (4) and (7) from the bulk, nh,
to the membrane solid pressure, z,,, allows to
calculate the total accumulated solid volume (in m3
of deposit solid per membrane m2), Vs,, and the
total thickness of the accumulation layer, es,:

(3)

(8)

Eq. (2) can also be written:
$dx=+‘K(@dli.

(4)

““K(4)
-

Dh

dn*

e, = -

I
4

J
3. I .2. Mass transfer in a deposit: the balance
between permeation and compression
The permeation
Darcy law:
J=_kdp
Ph

in a deposit is described

by

Using same equations, solid volume and thickness of polarised layer and deposit layer are deduced
from partial integration from 7rbto 7c,,,,and nc,,,,to
zn, respectively.

(5)
3.2. Solvent transfer: thefiltration

An approach considering the balance between
the permeation drag force and the force due to the
pressure loss in the deposit leads to the following
relationship between the deposit permeability k
and the hydrodynamic coefficient K(q) [ 121:
k_ 2~’ K(e)
9

(9)

4

4

(6)

Eqs. (5) and (6), combined to the fact that in
a deposit, the sum of the pressure and the compression pressure is constant [5] lead to:

law

The classical filtration law links the permeate
flux to the cake resistance:
J=

M-zi
~u(Rm
+4 >

(10)

where n,, the osmotic pressure at the interface
between the suspension and the solid (membrane
or deposit) can be equal to the solid pressure z”,
if there is no deposit or to Zig,,in the presence of
a deposit.
Assuming that the sum of liquid pressure and
solid pressure is constant though the deposit [5]:

(7)
This equation is similar to Eq. (4) for mass
transfer in the polarised layer when considering

Pt +

ri

=

Pm +

=tn

(11)

and that the permeate flux through the deposit is:
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layer, already introduced in a preceding work [ 131,
corresponds to the transition from a reversible to
an irreversible mass accumulation:

then it comes:
Xir121
= xcril

+

JNd

Using Eq. (13), Eq. (10) can be written in a nondimensional form:

(14)

UC

with A = -

kT

(15)

where A represents the ratio of the separation
energy per volume unit, AP, on the diffusion
energy per volume unit, kT/V I”
3.3. Transient description

of dead-endfiltration

In dead-end filtration, accumulated solid volume
for a constant bulk volume fraction is given by:
Vs, = (+ jJdt
0

(18)

(13)

(16)

which when combined with Eq. (8) and (14) gives:

(17)
This equation describes the evolution of permeate flux with time. The solid pressure at the
membrane, 7c,,,[Eq. (14)], the cake resistance [if
“,,, is superior to zCri,in Eq. (13)], the accumulated
solid volume [Eq. (8)] and the thickness [Eq. (9)]
of the polarised layer and of the deposit are also
deduced as well as the volume fraction profiles
within polarised layer and cake.
From this set of equation, a critical accumulated
solid volume can also be calculated. This critical
accumulated volume of particles within the polarised

4. Analysis of simulated data
Using data in Table 1, an illustration of potentialities of the model for dead-end filtration of a
colloidal suspension is presented. As shown in
Fig. 3, evolution of permeate flux with filtered
volume V (per m2 of membrane area) follows a
classical trend for dead-filtration (rapid decline)
preceded by a short period where only a small
reduction in permeate flux is observed. This
corresponds to first period of filtration (accumulated solid volume less than VsPCriJ:only a small
flux reduction is induced by osmotic pressure.
Evolution of solid pressure and cake resistance
at the membrane (Fig. 4) shows how transition
occurs from a polarised layer to a deposit during
the filtration. The same transition is illustrated when
considering variations with distance to the membrane, as in Fig. 5. It can be noted that pressure
drop mainly occurs in the deposit layer. An
important
feature can be pointed out from
concomitant variations of deposited solid volume
and polarised solid volume vs. liquid volume
filtered (Fig. 6): the solid volume in the polarised
layer increases with filtration time. This comes
from the fact that when the permeation
flux
decreases, the critical volume in the polarised layer
increases [Eq. (IS)]: when the drag force is
reduced, the volume of particles in the polarised
layer needed to compress the particles to overcome
aggregation threshold raises. The solid volume
fraction in the deposit is then smaller than
expected from the total solid volume transfer. This
has important consequences in the estimation of
cake resistance from dead end filtration data. In
Fig. 7, we compare results for cake resistance
deduced from the slope using classical law of
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Fig. 3. Evolution of permeation flux vs. filtered volume.
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Fig. 4. Variation of the solid pressure at the membrane over
transmembrane pressure and desposit resistance over
membrane resistance vs. filtered volume.
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Fig. 5. Profile of volume fraction @and pressure P along
the accumulated layer. x is the distance to the membrane.
Calculation is made for a filtered volume of 0.1 m/m*.
3

Fig. 6. Accumulated volume in the polarised layer Vs, and
in the deposit Vs, vs. filtered volume.

dead end filtration (with a graph t/V vs. V) and
results obtained from this modelling. Its shows a
difference of around 50% in the specific resistance value, as a direct consequence of a deposited
volume being twice less than expected from solid
volume flux towards the membrane. A corrected
law for dead end filtration accounting for these
phenomena would be proposed in a next publication.
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Fig. 7. Calculation of deposit specific resistance a as a
function of filtered volume from the modelling and from
the classical method for dead end filtration with the slope
of the line r/V vs. V.

5. Conclusion
This model is a first step to the description of
the mass accumulation in a membrane filtration
process including both polatisation, formation and
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compaction of a deposit. Two major parameters
are used to describe colloidal suspensions properties
within the polarised layer and the deposit: the solid
pressure z(@) and the hydrodynamic coefficient
K(4).
Modelling lies on two major points:
The continuous description of colloidal properties vs. volume fraction from the solid suspension in the liquid to the solid percolated
by the liquid.
The analogy in equation between the description
of permeation in a deposit and the diffusion
in a polarised layer.
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V
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-

Membrane surface, L*
Temperature, K
Filtered volume per membrane area, L
Solid accumulated volume per membrane
area, L
Particle or macromolecule volume, L3

-

Specific deposit resistance, Ld2
Volume fraction
Viscosity, M.L-‘.T-’
Osmotic pressure, M.L-‘.T-*

l

l

Application to dead-end filtration shows that
accounting for colloidal properties, actual mass
of particles irreversibly transfer to deposit can
be very different from the mass transferred by
permeation from the solution. This comes from
the fact that when the permeation flux decreases,
the critical volume in the polarised layer needed
to compress the particles to overcome aggregation
threshold increases. A direct consequence is a
false estimation of specific resistance from dead
end filtration data when assuming the mass of
colloids in the deposit corresponds to solid volume
flux towards the membrane. Other important consequences on reversible/irreversible
control of
fouling in both dead end and tangential filtration
are now under investigations.

;
;
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k
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-
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Subscripts

CP
d
i
m

-

P
t

-

0
b
crit

Ratio for separation energy, Eq. (15)
Particles or macromolecules radius, L
Diffusion coefficient, L*.T-’
Accumulation layer thickness, L
Mean permeate flux, L.T-’
Hydrodynamic coefficient
Deposit permeability, L2
Boltzman constant, M.L2.T-*.K-’
Deposit compressibility
Pressure, M.L-l.T-*
Hydraulic resistivity, L-l

Water
Bulk
Critical
Close packed
Deposit
Suspension/(membrane or deposit) interface
Membrane
Polarised layer
Total
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